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It is well known that the Hz-norm and the &norm of a function UE H,(Q) 
(where Q c Iw” is a bounded domain, n < 3) can be estimated in terms of a given 
uniformly elliptic second-order differential operator L and some boundary operator 
B applied to U, if certain regularity assumptions are satisfied. If these bounds shall 
be used for numerical purposes, the constants occurring in the estimates must be 
known explicitly. The main goal of the present article is the computation of such 
explicit constants. For simplicity of presentation, we restrict ourselves to the case 
where L[u] = -Au + c(x)u. As an application, we prove an existence and inclusion 
result for nonlinear boundary value problems. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the scalar elliptic boundary value problem 
-dU(x)+F(x, U(x))=0 (XEQ), B[ U](x) = s(x) (x E aa). (1) 
Here, Q c R” (with n E (2, 3)) is a bounded domain with Lipschitz- 
continuous boundary &2 and certain additional properties specified later. 
F is continuous on 0 x R, together with its derivative 8Fjal.J. The boundary 
operator B is of Dirichlet-, Neumann-, or mixed type; S: &2 + [w is a 
function with s = B[.F] (in the trace sense) for some SE H,(Q). 
In the present article, our aim is to establish the main theoretical part of 
a numerical method which proves the existence of a solution of problem (1) 
within explicit and “close” bounds, provided that an approximate solution 
o E H*(Q) can be computed such that B[o] -s is essentially bounded on 
&2, and 
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(i) sufficiently small bounds 6, 6, for the dejects of w can be 
calculated : 
II-~~+~b4ll*,,6~> llm+&0,an~~,~ (2) 
(ii) constants K and K, are known explicitly which satisfy 
Ilull a, cz G K IlUul II 2.~ + K, IlNul II m,m for 24~ A!(Q). (3) 
Here, fit(Q) is the space consisting of all UE H,(Q) such that B[u] is 
essentially bounded on 30, and L denotes the linear operator given by 
L[u] := -Au + c(x)u (u E H,(Q)), (4) 
where c(x) := (aF/dU)(x, w(x)) for x E 8. 
If, for example, problem (1) is linear, i.e., F(x, y) = C(X) y - T(X) with 
given continuous functions c and r on 0 and, moreover, 852 is sufficiently 
smooth and B is not of mixed type, then (Z), (3), and the well-known 
theory of elliptic boundary value problems (compare Section 5) 
immediately provide the existence of a (unique) solution UE H2(f2) of 
problem ( 1) satisfying 
In the general nonlinear case, (2) and (3) may be used in combination with 
a theorem of Newton-Kantorovich-type to derive the desired existence and 
inclusion statement. Details will be presented in the final section. 
In the remaining sections, we will be concerned with the explicit com- 
putation of constants K, K, satisfying (3). (Of course, (3) or the estimates 
(5k(7) stated below may also be of interest in other contexts.) First we use 
an explicit version of the Sobolev embedding H,(Q) 4 C,,(G) (note that 
no j2, 3)) to calculate constants Co, C,, C2 such that 
ll4,,* <co bll2,n+C, ll~,ll2,RfC2 ll~,,ll2,R for UEH,(O), (5) 
where u x := (grad u)‘, u,, denotes the Hesse matrix of U, and accordingly, 
II4,o = X1=1 IlauldxiII~,~~ IIUxxll~,R=C~j=l Ild2u/axiaxjll~ R. 
In a second step, we compute constants K,, K,, K, satisfying 
MI 2,nsKo II-U~lll2.n> lI~xIl2,o G K, II~%~lll2,n, 
ll~xxll2,o~~2 II~C~lll2,n 
(6) 
for u E H t(Q). The latter space is defined to be the closure in H2(SZ) of all 
functions u E C,(o) satisfying B[u] = 0 almost everywhere on &2. 
Of course, the estimates (6) require L to be invertible on H;(Q). To 
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compute K,, we use eigenvalue estimates which have, in general, to be 
carried out numerically. K, and K, may be calculated in a more direct way. 
Combining (5) and (6) we find that 
II4 cc,ndKII~C~lllz,n for 2.4 E H;(G), (7) 
where K := C, K, + C, K, + C, K2. Finally, we use the technique of weak 
differential inequalities (for some shifted operator L + pZ) to obtain (3) in 
full generality. 
We wish to remark that, without fundamental difficulties but with more 
technical effort (and with less clearness of the resulting formulas), the 
methods of computing the constants in (6), (7), and (3) may be carried 
over to more general uniformly elliptic operators of the form 
a% 
LCUl= - i a,,(x) E,+ i hi(x) gfc(X)u 
i,j=l 1 .I r=l I 
and to more general boundary operators B. 
The existence and inclusion method described in the final section has 
been applied successfully to several examples with ordinary differential 
equations in [4, 17, 183, and, with (3) (or (7)) replaced by a different 
method of estimating the inverse operator, in [9]. Numerical examples of 
nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems are presented in [20] and 
further forthcoming papers. 
It should be noted that the method does not require any kinds of 
monotonicity assumptions (or growth conditions) on the nonlinearity F, or 
inverse-positivity assumptions on the operator L. Thus, important cases are 
covered where the classical method of upper and lower solutions (see [21] 
for a survey of literature) cannot be applied. 
2. EXPLICIT EMBEDDING CONSTANTS 
Since n E (2, 3) and afi is Lipschitz-continuous, the well-known Sobolev 
embedding theorem [ 1, Theorem 5.4, pp. 97, 981 provides the continuous 
embedding H,(Q) G C,(G). Here, we will prove an explicit version of that 
theorem; i.e., we compute constants C,, C,, C2 satisfying (5). Essentially, 
our proof follows the lines of the “theoretical” proof. However, it turns out 
to be advantageous to replace the spherical cones used there by more 
general convex sets Q, in order to obtain smaller constants. 
THEOREM 1. For fixed x0 E a, let Q c fi denote a closed convex set such 
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that int(Q) # /zr and x0 E Q. Moreover, let the (mod$ed) momenta of Q with 
respect to x0 be defined by 
W(Q,X”):=[~~~~(~) s, ,x-x,l’.dx]“2 (v.{l,2}). (8) 
Then the following assertions hold true: 
(a) For UE H,(Q) (more precisely, for the continuous representative 
ofu), 
lu(xo)l G &a 
. Cro Il~lI2,,+~,~1(Q~xo, Il~.xll2,~+~2~2(Q~ x01 II~xxIl~,~l, (9) 
Yo = 1, y1 = 1.1548, y2 = 0.22361 if n=2, 
y. = 1.0708, y, = 1.6549, y,=o.41413 if n=3. 
(10) 
(b) Zf s2 is convex and Q = a, then (9) holds for u E H p(Q) (where B, 
is the Dirichlet boundary operator) with 
Yo = 0, y1 = 1.4143, y2 = 0.35356 if n=2, 
yo = 0, y1 = 1.4908, y2 = 0.50918 if n=3. 
(11) 
ProoJ: Because the embedding H,(Q) 4 C,(o) is continuous and C,(a) 
is dense in H,(O), it s&ices to prove the assertion for u E C,(a). To prove 
part (b) we may, in addition, assume that U(X) = 0 for XE XJ. Since 
Q = int(e) and both sides of inequality (9) depend continuously on x0, we 
may assume that x0 E int(Q). 
Let S, denote the unit sphere in R” (with respect o the Euclidean norm 
I .I). Due to the properties of Q, there exists a continuous mapping 
R: S, + (0, co) such that, for each o E S,, 
for O<r<R(o) 
for r= R(w) 
for r > R(w). 
To prove part (a) let some real a > 3 be chosen; to prove part (b) let a := 1. 
Then, for each o E S,, 
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R(o)” u(xo) = - R(co)“~’ joR(‘“) a {(R(o) - r)’ u(xo + ro)} dr 
r f {(R(o)-r)au(x,+rw)} 1 
R(cfl) 
0 
Y s {(R(o) - r)” u(xo + ro)} dr. 
Here, the boundary terms vanish due to the choice of CC. Integrating over 
WES” we therefore obtain, using the transformation r = Jx -x01, 
w=(x-x0)/r, r”-‘drdw=dx: 
= 
i 
Q R(w)“-‘r2pn $ {(R(o)-r)au(xo+ro)} dx 
=a(a- 1) jQ R(w)“- a r*-“(R(m) - r)‘F2 u(x) dx 
-2ct 
s Q R(w)“- 
’ r’-“(R(o)- r)‘- ’ [co’. u,(x)] dx 
+ jQ R(w)“- ’ r2-“(R(w) - r)” [o~~u,,(x) .o] dx. 
Here, the first of the three terms on the right-hand side does not 
occur if c1= 1. Using the estimates Iw~.u,(x)[ < [C:= 1 (~~/~x,)(x)~]““, 
[CO’. u,,(x). CO < [C;i=, (c~‘z@x, ~x,)(x)~]‘/~, and Schwarz’s inequality, 
we obtain 
<or(cc- 1) jQ R(o) [ 1 
w 
2n-2~~~4~2n(~(~)-~)20~-44~ ' 11”112, Q 
[I 1 
(12 
+2a No) 
2n - 2~ r4p 2”(R(o) _ r)21x - 2 dx 
’ /l”x112,Q 
Q 
jQ R(o)2~~2”r4-2”(R(~~-r)2”dx]1’2~)~~~.~~~2,Q. (12) 
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Transforming back to polar coordinates we derive in a straightforward 
way, for v E { 0, 2,4} and a > (v - 1)/2, 
5 R(w) Q ‘“-2~r4~2”(R(w)-r)2”-‘dx=j?~(a,~)~~Q r’-“dx, (13) 
where p2(a, v) := (6- v)/[(2a- v+ 1)(2a - v + 2)], b3(a, v) := (7 - v)/ 
(2a - v + 1). Inserting (13) into (12) and using the inclusion Q c Sz and the 
identity js, R(o)” do = n . meas( we obtain the estimate (9) where, in 
the case a > 2, 
a(a - 1) 
y”=Jza-3,’ 
yl=~aJ&, Y2=JjJz if n=3; 
(14) 
in the alternative case where a = 1, (9) holds true with yi and y2 defined in 
(14), but with yo=O (note that the first of the three terms on the right- 
hand side of (12) does not occur in that case). 
Inserting a = 1 into y1 and y2 in (14) we obtain the values given in (11) 
as upper bounds. Part (b) of the theorem is therefore proved. To prove 
part (a) we choose a > 5, minimizing the term y0 in (14); i.e., a = 2 if n = 2 
and a = (7 + a)/6 if n = 3. Inserting these numbers into (14) we obtain 
the values given in (10) as upper bounds. 1 
Remarks. (1) The proof of Theorem 1 shows that the values yo, yi, y2 
in (10) may be replaced by (14) with arbitrary a > f. In particular, y2 may 
be made arbitrarily small if y. (and, for n = 3, also yi) are allowed to 
become “large.” 
(2) Theorem 1 is formulated for fixed x,E~. However, it is not dif- 
ficult to derive the uniform estimate (5) from this theorem: Because CX2 is 
Lipschitz-continuous, one can choose a family (Q(x,)),,~ of closed con- 
vex sets Q(x,) such that X~E Q(x,) c a for each X,E~ and, moreover, 
meas(Q(x,)) > qO > 0 for x0 E 0. For example, Q(x,) may be chosen to be 
a spherical cone with vertex at x0, as in the “theoretical” proof of the 
embedding theorem or in [ 131, where explicit constants have been computed 
for this particular choice. Since the momenta M,(Q(x,), x0) are bounded 
from above (for instance, by [diam(sZ)]‘), (5) follows. The following 
corollary deals with the particular choice where all the sets Q(x,) are 
congruent images of one fixed set Q. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let Q E IF!” denote a compact convex set with int( Q) # 0 
and define, with M,,(Q, x0) given by (8) 
Suppose that, for each x,ESZ, a congruent image of Q has the properties 
required in Theorem 1, i.e., there exists an orthogonal matrix TE KY’-” and 
some b E KY’ (both possibly depending on x0) such that 
x,~cp(Q)cD for cp(x):=Tx+b (xEW). (15) 
Then, for each ME H*(Q), 
Ilull CYO ll4w+y~~dQ, II~xll~,n+~~~~(Q, Il~xxll~,nl 
with yO, y,, yz given by (10). 
Proof The assertion follows immediately from Theorem 1 and the fact 
that, for x0 E Sz and cp satisfying (15), meas(q(Q)) = meas and 
Mv(dQ), xd = Mv(Q, cp-‘(xd G a,(Q). I 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let s2 be an (open) ball of radius R. Then, Corollary 1 
can be applied with Q denoting a (closed) ball of radius p E (0, R]. 
Straightforward calculations show that 
m,(Q)= ;P> 
J 
if n = 2; 
m,(Q)= ;P> J 
if n=3. 
According to Corollary 1, the estimate (5) therefore holds, for any 
p E (0, R], with 
C,=O.56419.p-‘, C, = 0.79789, C2 = 0.23033 . p if n = 2, 
C,=0.52319.pP3i2, C,=1.0228.p-‘r2, C2=0.37467.p’12 if n=3. 
(2) Let Sz be a rectangle with sidelengths L,, . . . . L, and choose Q to 
be a rectangle with sidelengths Zip (0, L,] (i= 1, . . . . n). Simple calculations 
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show that &?,(Q)=[iCy=i Z:]“*, n;i,(Q)=i[(cl=, /?)*+:Cy=, Z4]1/2 
so that Corollary 1 provides the estimate (5) with 
co=yoJ&~ 
c,=$Jygy-t 
c => cI:+1:(+1:)12+~c1;1+1~(+I~)l 
(16) 
* 3’ 1, . l*(4) 
2 
with yo, yi, y2 given by (10). 
(3) For the L-shaped domain Q := (- 1, l)*\[O, l)*, Corollary 1 
applies for any rectangle Q with sidelengths I, E (0, 23, I, E (0, 11. The 
estimate (5) therefore holds with Co, C,, C2 given by (16). 
3. H,-ESTIMATES 
For the following four sections, let L denote a linear operator of the 
form (4), with a given function CE L,(0). Moreover, let r. denote a closed 
subset of XZ!, and r, := XJ\r,. Suppose that the boundary operator B is 
given by 
u on r. 
B[u] := au for u E H,(Q) 
av 
on r1 
(17) 
with au/& := (grad U) . v E L,(aQ), where v E L”,(asZ) denotes the outer unit 
normal at aQ (which exists almost everywhere on a1;2 due to the Lipschitz- 
continuity of dS2; see [ 14, Lemma 4.2, p. 881). 
It should be noted that the assumption n Q 3 may be dropped for the 
present and the following section. Moreover, the results in the present 
section hold true with H?(Q) (defined in Section 1) replaced by the 
(possibly larger) space consisting of all functions UE Hz(Q) such that 
B[u] = 0 on XJ in the trace sense. 
In this section, we will be concerned with the first two inequalities in (6). 
According to eigenvalue theory, the estimate 
II4 2,RGKO IILCUI ll2,n (uEH;(Q)) (18) 
holds, if L is invertible on H;(Q), for each K, > 0 satisfying 
$< 111 for each eigenvalue 2 of L on H;(Q). (19) 
0 
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Here, in the general case (where, for example, Q may have reentrant 
corners), the weak formulation of the eigenvalue problem must be 
considered. 
The calculation of K,, via (19) requires the estimation of the eigenvalues 
of L (on H;(Q)) neighboring 0. 
If, for instance, the eigenvalues pj (Jo N) of -d on H;(Q) (ordered by 
magnitude) are known explicitly, and constants _c, T exist which satisfy 
_c < c(x) d c (XEi=l) (20) 
and 
-/Lj<_C<C< -pj-l for some Jo f% (21) 
(where pLg := -co), then a corollary of Courant’s maximum-minimum prin- 
ciple [6, Theorem 7, p.41 l] implies lj- i < pji i + F < 0 < .u, + _c 6 Lj for the 
corresponding eigenvalues 2, ~ i, A, of L. Consequently, (19) (and thus, 
(18)) holds for 
KO:=[min{-(~j-l+C),~j++}]-‘. (22) 
In particular, K,, := (pl +_c)-’ may be chosen if b> -p,. 
If (21) does not hold or the eigenvalues pi of -A are unknown, or if K, 
given by (22) appears to be too large, one will apply numerical eigenvalue 
estimation techniques to compute K, via (19). Here, one may use the 
method presented in [16, 191, where the given eigenvalue problem is con- 
nected, by a numerical (stepwise) homotopy, to a “simple” problem with 
known eigenvalues, or the method developed by Goerisch and Albrecht 
(e.g., [IO]) h h 1 1 w ic is c ose y related to the Lehmann-Maehly method, or 
the method of intermediate problems by Bazley and Fox (e.g., [3]). 
The computation of a constant K, satisfying 
IIuxII 2, n G K, IlLCul 112, R (u 6s H;(Q)) (23) 
may easily be carried out by use of the following: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that ( 18) and (20) hold. Then, (23) is true for 
if _cK,,<+ 
otherwise. 
Proof: It suffices to prove (23) for UE CZ(D)\ (0) satisfying B[u] =0 
almost everywhere on %2. For such U, Green’s formula (which holds due 
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to the Lipschitz-continuity of 852; see [14, Theorem 1.1, p. 1211) and the 
boundary condition for u imply 
J, u(x) L[u](x) dx = il, u,(xy u,(x) dx + JQ c(x) u(x)’ dx 
Applying here Schwarz’s inequality on the left-hand side we obtain 
Il4,n~ II42,R. ll~[~lll2,n- _cII~II:.=~L(~-~_c~~~~II~~~III:,., (24) 
where P := I1412,nlllU~l l12,R. (18) shows that ,U < K,. Calculation of the 
maximum of the quadratic expression in p in (24) on [0, K,] yields the 
asserted estimate. 1 
4. H,-ESTIMATES 
In this section, we will show how a constant K2 satisfying 
Iluxx/l2,.~K2 IMu 112,~ (u E H%V) (25) 
can be computed. Together with the results of the preceding section, the 
H,-estimates (6) are complete. We will now assume that 
r, and r, are piecewise C,-hypersurfaces (26) 
with r,, r, defining the boundary operator B via (17). Assumption (26) 
means precisely that a measure-zero subset Zc 852 exists such that &\Z 
and r,\Z are open subsets of aQ and C,-hypersurfaces of R”. (Of course, 
one of them may be empty.) Consequently, the following differential 
geometrical terms are defined for almost all XE &2: the tangential space 
TX, the directional derivative (&/%)(x) of the outer unit normal field v in 
the direction of u E T,., the second fundamental tensor S,: TX + TX given by 
S,u := -(ih/&~)(x) for u E TX, 
the mean curuature H(x) := trace(S,)/(n - l), 
the normal curvature N(x, u) := u’S,u}u’u in the direction of 
0~ L\{O), 
the maximal principal curvature P(x) := max { N(x, u) : u E TX\ { 0} }. 
In particular, H(x) = P(x) = [v(x)* $“(O)]/[ll/‘(O)’ $‘(O)] if n = 2, with 
$: (-E, E) + 852 denoting a local parametrization of XJ satisfying-$(O) = x. 
409:165,&4 
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We suppose that a Lipschitz-continuous function fl a + [w” exists (which 
therefore has weak derivatives aft/ax, E L,(Q)) such that 
f(x)'V(X)a(n- 1) H(x) for almost all x E f,, 
-f(x)'v(x)>P(x) for almost all x E f,, 
(27) 
and that nonnegative constants F,, F, are known which satisfy 
Cf(x)'f(x)l"'~~O, 633) 
-divfW+L,,CNf I(x)+ Nf IW’I~J’, for almost all x E Q, 
where D[f I(x) denotes the Jacobian matrix of f at x and &,,[A41 the 
maximal eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix ME [w”~“. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that (20), (18), (23), (26), (27), and (28) hold with 
constants _c, C, K,, K,, F,, F,. Then, (25) is true for 
K,:=&*+~IcF,,K,+F,K:, where K := 1 + K, . max{ f(c- _c), -c}. 
Before proving the theorem we will formulate an important corollary 
providing a particularly simple result for a large class of domains. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that (20) and (18) hold with constants _c, E; K, 
and, moreover, that Q is convex and satisfies (26), or af2 consists of (one or 
several) polyhedra (and is Lipschitz-continuous). Then, (25) holds for 
K2 := 1 + K,.max{i(E-_c), -_c}. 
Proof For the two stated types of domains, the curvatures H(x) and 
P(x) are nonpositive for almost all XE a&?. Consequently, (27) and (28) 
hold for f - 0, F, = F, = 0, so that Theorem 3 provides the assertion of the 
corollary. 1 
Remarks. (1) Obviously, the class of domains with nonpositive 
boundary-curvatures H and P is even larger than the class considered in 
Corollary 2. For example, H< 0 and P < 0 for the non-convex circular 
sector Q:={(rcoscp, rsincp):O<r<R, O<cp<&r} or for the union 52 
of two circular discs. 
(2) In the general case where (non-zero) subsets of aQ with positive 
curvature occur, (27) is often satisfied for a function of the form 
f(x) = F a;(x)(x- x(j)) (XEQ) (29) 
i= I 
with scalar functions (or constants) ai and lixed points x(‘)E IV placed 
suitably. 
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If, for example, Q is “strictly” star-shaped with respect o some x(‘)E R” 
in the sense that p(x) := v(x)~ (x - x(I)) 3 ,u~ > 0 for almost all x E dS2 and, 
moreover, H and P are essentially bounded from above on r, and r,, 
respectively, then (27) is satisfied for f given by (29) with M= 1 and 
(n - 1) H(x) 
MI := ess sup if fX?=r,. 
1; E a2 Ax) 
For domains 52 with several “local centers,” one will use (29) with Ma 2 
and (possibly non-constant) functions ~l~. 
(3) Condition (27) excludes certain cases of mixed boundary condi- 
tions: If some x* E r, n i=‘i belonging to a C,-smooth part of XJ exists such 
that H and P are positive at x *, then (27) cannot be satisfied. 
Points x* E r, n i=i forming a corner of &2, however, are (in general) not 
forbidden by (27), even if H and P are positive in respective neighborhoods 
of x*. 
(4) If r, n r, = @ and the curvatures H and P are essentially 
bounded from above on &, and r,, respectively, then a function f satisfying 
(27) always exists, as can be derived from [ll, Lemma 151.9, p. 401. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof will be divided into four lemmata. The 
main ideas contained in the first two of them have already been used by 
Grisvard [ 111 and, in the case XJ = r,, by Ladyzhenskaya [123. 
LEMMA 1. Il%&= IJAull~,.+~,, R[u]da for UE C,(Q), where 
R[u] := -(Au) g + v’ . u,, . u, on XI. 
ProoJ First let u E C,(Q). Integrating by parts twice we obtain 
Wll :, 0 = I (Au). (div u,) dx = J>I, (Au) g da - iQ (Au): u, dx 
=;, (du&+‘, j/(~).&dx 
I I 
= -j- x2 RCul do+ II~,,I/:,,. 
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Thus, the assertion holds for u E C,(Q). Now let some u E C,(d) be given. 
Using a slight modification of Calderon’s extension theorem (see [2, 
Theorem 11.12., p. 171, and the remarks after the proof]) we extend u, as 
a C,-function, to some neighborhood of D. Now the well-known mollifier- 
technique may be applied to construct a sequence (u,) of functions 
U,E C,(Q) which converges to u in the Banach-space-norm of C,(Q). 
Since the asserted equality holds for each u, and involves derivatives up to 
the second order only, it holds for u. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let u E C,(B) satisfy B[u] = 0 almost everywhere on 80 and 
let R[u] be given by (30). Then, 
R[u] = 
(n - i ) H. (au/a@ almost everywhere on r, 
N(., u,).u!$r (:=O ifu,=O) almost everywhere on r, . 
ProojI We prove the asserted equality for each fixed x E aQ\Z, with Z 
denoting the measure-zero-set introduced after (26). For such x, we can 
find a neighborhood Vc R” such that I/n aQ c r,\Z or Vn XJ c r,\Z, 
and moreover, a neighborhood U c lR”-’ of 0 E R”- ’ and a local 
C,-parametrization $: U + VnaR of an\z satisfying $(0)=x. We may 
choose I& in such a way that the columns of the Jacobian matrix O[$](O) 
form an orthonormal base of T,. First we prove that 
s,y = -NV~$l(O) .N$l(O)’ 
=Nll/l(O). i v/c(x) ~21-hl(o) .m$l(o)’ 
! 
(31) 
k=l 
for the second fundamental tensor S,, with D*[Ic/k] denoting the Hesse 
matrix of Gk, the kth component of $. 
Let v E TX be given. Consequently, v = D [ $](O) w for some w E R” - ‘. 
Multiplying this equation by D [ $1(O)’ and using the orthonormality of the 
columns of D[Ic/](O) we obtain w=D[+](O)‘v. Thus, by definition, 
S,V = -(aqav)(x) = -D[v~ 11/1(0)~ = 4cv o $1(o). D[~~/I(o)‘v which 
proves the first equality in (31). To show the second we first observe that 
(vo$)‘~(vo$)=l and O[II/]‘.(vo$)-0 on U. Differentiating these iden- 
tities and then evaluating at 0 we obtain 
v(x)‘~D[v~~](o)=o, 
D~$l(“)‘~D~vo$l(o)= - i vk(x)D2[$kl(o). 
k=l 
(32) 
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The first of these equations shows that the columns of D[v 0 $1(O) belong 
to TX and thus, for some (n - 1) x (n - 1 )-matrix W, 
~Cv”~l(0) = N$l(O). w. (33) 
Inserting (33) into the second equation in (32) and using that 
O[ll/](O)’ . D[Ic/](O) is the identity matrix we obtain W = 
-C:= i v,(x) D2[$k](0). Thus, (33) implies the second equality in (31). 
To prove the assertion we distinguish the two cases Vn as2 c f,\Z and 
Vn amd-,\z. 
In the first case we have u 0 I,+ = 0 on U. Differentiating this identity we 
obtain (u,o$)‘.D[$] =O on U. Evaluating at 0 we see that u,(x) is 
orthogonal to TX, i.e., u,(x) = W(X) for some CI E R. Multiplication by v(x)’ 
yields IX = (au/&)(x) and thus, 
u,(x) = g (x) . v(x). (34) 
Differentiating the identity (u, 0 II/)’ . D[ $1~ 0 a second time and evaluating 
at 0 we obtain, using (34), 
~[11/l(OY .uxx(x) .NvQl(O) = -g (x). i v/Ax) ~2c~k1(w (35) 
k=l 
Now let @ denote the n x n-matrix given by @ := (D[$](O) 1 v(x)). Since @ 
is orthogonal we obtain 
Au(x) = trace[@‘u,,(x)@] 
= traceCN$I(o)’ u,,(x) NIc11(0)1+ v(xY 4,(x) v(x). 
Together with (30), (34), and (35) it follows that 
R[u](x)= 2 (x) L 1 2 ’ i: vk(x) ’trace(02[$k](o)), k=l 
and the latter sum equals trace(S,) = (n - 1) H(x), as can easily be derived 
from (31) and the orthonormality of the columns of O[$](O). 
In the second case, Vn 852 c r,\Z, the identity (u, 0 I,$)‘. (v 0 $) z 0 holds 
on U. Differentiation and evaluation at 0 provides 
~~~~‘~~.~,~~~~~c~l~~~= -~x(xY N-v”~l(o). (36) 
Moreover, the equation u,(x)’ v(x) =0 implies u,(x) E TX and thus, 
u,(x)=D[$](O).w for some WE[W”-~. Multiplication by D [ @l(O)’ yields 
w = O[$](O)‘.u,(x) and therefore, u,(x) = O[+](O) .O[ll/](O)‘. u,(x). 
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Together with (30), the equations (&/av)(x) = 0, (36), and (31), it follows 
that 
which equals N(x, u,(x)). U,(X)’ u,(x) if u,(x) # 0, and 0 otherwise. 1 
LEMMA 3. With the assumptions of Lemma 2, 
s R[u] da<W&, Il~42.Q llLC~lll2,n+4~: IILculIl:c2. af2 
ProojI Lemma 2, the estimate N(x, o) d P(x) (x E r,\Z, u E T,\ {0}), 
and (27) provide 
Nul<(f’.v) g ( > 
2 
a.e. on r,, 
RCul< -(f”v)~(u:.u,) a.e. on f,. 
Regarding that u, = (&A/&). v almost everywhere on r, (see (34)) and 
au/& = 0 almost everywhere on f,, we therefore obtain 
R[u] < 2(f’. u,) g - (f’ . v)(4. u,) a.e. on aa. (37) 
Now we make use of a famous identity found by Payne and Weinberger 
[15, p. 553, formula (2.4)] which holds for u E C,(a) and is proved by two 
steps of partial integration: 
(38) 
=2 jD (f’.uJdudx+ jQ u:.[-(divf).Z+D[f]+D[S]‘].u,dx. 
Equations (37), (38), (28) and Schwarz’s inequality show that 
and the assertion follows by use of (23). 1 
LEMMA 4. IIAuII~,~ G IC llL[u] I12,a for u as in Lemma 2. 
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Proof: First we consider the case where, with C and _c from (20), 
C+_c<O, and thus, i(E--_c)< --_c and llcllm a< --_c. Consequently, 
II4 2,R= II~C~l-412,Q< IIUIul l12,n-~ llu112,Q~ and the assertion 
follows by use of (18). 
In the case C + _c > 0 we obtain, with p := f(? + _c), 
j 
R 
(-Au+pu)“d~=]~ (Au)~~x-~P J1, wAudx+p j-Q u*dx. 
Applying partial integration to the second term on the right-hand side and 
using the boundary condition for u we derive 11 -Au + pull 2, ra 2 II AuJI 2, R 
and thus, 
II dull 2, R G IIUUI + (P - c)ull 2,nQ IIJTUI Ilz,n+ lIP---lIm,c2~ Ibll2,n. 
Observing that II,u - cl1 , o.Q 6 $(F - _c) and using (18) we obtain the asser- 
tion. 1 
Lemmata 1, 3, and 4 show that the inequality asserted in Theorem 3 
holds for u E C,(D) satisfying B[u] = 0 a.e. on &Z Since the set of these u 
is dense in H;(Q) with respect o the norm in H2(Q), the assertion holds 
for u E H;(Q). 1 
5. AUXILIARY LEMMATA 
In this intermediate section, we present two lemmata which will be 
needed in the following. The first is concerned with the solvability of 
boundary value problems in H!(Q). We will call the triple (Q, r,, r,) 
regular if, for some G > 0, the boundary value problem 
u E H;(Q), -Au+ou=r on R (39) 
has a solution for a set of functions r which is dense in L,(Q). 
Some general examples of regular (9, r,, r,) will be given after the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that (6) holds and (Q, r,, r, ) is regular. Then, the 
boundary value problem u E H;(Q), L[u] = r on a, has a unique solution for 
each r E L*(Q). 
Proof Integration by parts shows that, for UE C2(8) satisfying 
B[u]=O on X& II-Au+aul(~,,~a* llull~,,. Therefore, l(ull,,,< 
a-’ II-Au+aull,,, for u E H;(Q). Using (6) one easily derives that also 
the second and the third estimates in (6) hold with -A + 0 in place of L 
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(and with new constants R,, El). Thus, the inverse operator ( -A + a) ’ 
is bounded and, due to the regularity assumption, densely defined. Conse- 
quently, it may be extended to a bounded linear operator ( -A + a) ~ ’ : 
J%Q) -+ fcv4. 
The boundary value problem u~Ht(a), L[u] = I on $2, is therefore 
equivalent to the Fredholm equation 
24 Eb(Q), u=Tu+(-A+a)-lr, (40) 
where Tu:=(-A+a)-‘[(a-c)u]. Since c-c is bounded on 52, 
T: L*(Q) + H;(Q) is a bounded linear operator and therefore compact as 
an operator from &(R) into itself. Thus, Fredholm’s alternative shows that 
(40) is uniquely solvable, since the homogeneous problem (r = 0) has only 
the trivial solution due to (6). 1 
EXAMPLES. (1) (0, P,, r,) is regular if afz is a global C,-hypersurface 
and, moreover, 852 = r, or dQ = r,. See [7, Lemma 18.2 (and Lemma 19.1 
in connection with problem (6) after Theorem 19.4) for the case &Q = f,, 
and Theorem 19.3 for both cases 852 = f, and 852 = r,]. 
(2) The results just mentioned may be carried over to “regular” 
mixed boundary value problems where each connected component C of XJ 
satisfies Cc r, or Cc r,, and to domains with a C1 ,-boundary (which 
may locally be parametrized by a C,-function with Lipschitz-continuous 
first derivatives). 
(3) Let Sz, &, r, have the property that the eigenvalue problem 
cp EH~(O), -Aq = Acp on Q, has a complete system ((P~)~~ N of ortho- 
normal eigenfunctions 9, E H?(Q). Then, (Q, r,, r,) is regular since the 
set of all functions Y = Cj”=, ajqj (with NE N, ajE R) is dense in &(Q), 
and the boundary value problem (39) is solved, for such r, by 
u := Cj”= i (1, + a))’ ajcpj, with (Aj)j, N denoting the sequence of corre- 
sponding eigenvalues and 0 # -1, for all j. (Compare [ 12, Chap. 3, 
Section 91.) 
In particular, this assumption holds for many domains with known eigen- 
functions, such as rectangles (in arbitrary dimension) with each side 
belonging completely either to r, or to Pi,, circular disks, balls and shells, 
circular sectors (in two dimensions) and circular cones (in higher dimen- 
sions) with each “side” (including the spherical part) belonging completely 
either to r, or to Pi and with interior angle 9 E (0, rc]. If n = 2 and r, and 
F1 “meet” at the angular point, 9 must further be restricted to (0,7c/2]. 
Moreover, each cylinder Q := fi x (0, T) c IX”, with d c IV-’ denoting a 
domain of one of the types considered above (for instance, a domain with 
C,-smooth boundary), has the desired properties. 
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(4) Suppose that aQ=I’,‘, and that a may be mapped by a 
Cr, ,-diffeomorphism 4 (i.e., a C,-diffeomorphism with Lipschitz- 
continuous first derivatives) onto a,, with Q, denoting a domain such that 
(Q,, a&,, 0) is regular. Moreover, let (26) hold (with r, = 0) and let the 
maximal principal curvature be essentially bounded from above on aQ. 
Then, (Sz, XI, 0) is regular. This can be seen as follows: The boundary 
value problem (39) is equivalent to the following problem for u := u 0 d- ‘, 
s := roql-1, 
IJ E H%&), 
LJV] := - i u&y 
i,l=l 1 J 
i bi~+oV=S on Sz,, 
i= 1 I 
(41) 
where A = (au) := (D[#] .D[~]‘)o~~‘, b= (bi) := (dd)~b~‘. Without 
going into details we state that estimates of the type (6) may also be 
derived with L”’ := -A + c + r(L, + A - a) (0 6 t 6 1) and Sz, in place of 
L and Q, with uniform constants for T E [0, 11. Using this a priori estimate 
and the regularity of (I&, XJ,, a), and applying the usual continuation 
process along T E [0, l] (compare [ 12, p. 111 ff]) we obtain that problem 
(41) has a unique solution and thus, (a, aa, 0) is regular. 
For example, (Q, aQ 0) is therefore regular for parallelepipeds (in 
arbitrary dimension), triangles (in two dimensions), and cones, which may 
be mapped C1, ,-diffeomorphically onto rectangles, circular sectors, and 
spherical cones, respectively. 
Our second auxiliary lemma deals with weak differential inequalities and 
inverse-positivity : 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that some z E H,(Q) exists such that, for some p E R, 
ess inf z > 0, R es;inf (L[z] + pz) > 0, B[z] 30 u.e. on asz. (42) 
Then, for each w E Hz(Q), the inequalities L[w] + pw 20 (u.e. on Q) and 
B[w] 20 (u.e. on %2) together impIy w 2 0 (u.e. on Q). In other words, 
(L + p, B) is inverse-positive on Hz(Q). 
Proof: The lemma could be proved, without restriction on the dimen- 
sion n, by use of the generalized maximum principle presented in [S, 
Theorem 11. Here, we will give a simpler direct proof which follows the 
lines of the proof given in [21, Theorem 3.8, p. 1891 for the one-dimen- 
sional case and which uses the boundedness (resp. the continuity) of z and 
w provided by the embedding H,(0) 4 C,(Q) which holds for n Q 3. 
Since z, w E C,,(B) and z(x) > 0 (x E 0) due to (42) there exist numbers 
AE R’ such that w + AZ> 0 on ST. Let 2, denote the smallest of these 
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numbers and assume for contradiction that A,, > 0. For A E [0, A,), let 
uA := w + iz and u:(x) := max{O, u,(x)}, u;- (x) := max{O, -u,(x)} for 
x E 0. Using (42) and the inequalities assumed for w one easily derives, 
with E := ess infn(L[z] + pz) > 0, 
L[u,]+~u,~~E a.e. in 0, 220 a.e. on r,, 
u;(x)=0 for XET,, 
Ilu, II co,n~(&-A) llZllm,R, s R u,(x)dx>O. (43) 
Moreover, Lemma 7.6 in [8, p. 1521 shows that u” and UT have weak first 
derivatives (gradients) (u:), and (u,:).~ and that, for almost all XE$?, 
In particular, these relations show that u: and UT belong to H,(G). Now 
let Q denote the symmetric bilinear form associated to L + p, i.e., 
Q(u, 0) := jQ Cdx)’ u,(x) + (c(x) + P) 4x)4x)1 dx (4 0 E H,(Q)). 
Relation (44) shows that Q(u:, UT) = 0 and thus, since u1 = u: -UT, 
Q(u,, u;)= -Q(uF, UT)< -(_c+P) S, (u,~)~dx, (45) 
with _c denoting a constant lower bound for c. On the other hand, partial 
integration and the first three relations in (43) imply 
Q(u,, UT) = s R (L[uJ +puJ u, dx+ jr, 2 u, da 
Since UT 3 0, (45) and (46) show that _c + p $0 and 
(46) 
AE U, 
s R 
dx<I_c+pl I, (~;)2d~~l_c+~I~ll~nll~,n-~~ u,dx. 
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Using the two final relations in (43) we therefore obtain 
~~~I_C+~l~(~o-~)~llzll~,a which yields a contradiction for 1 sufficiently 
close to Lo. 1 
6. POINTWISE BOUNDS 
The results of Sections 2, 3, and 4 provide the estimate (7) with 
K:=C,K,+C,K,+C2K2. (47) 
Before turning to the general estimate (3) we show how, in the case where 
B is the Dirichfet-boundary operator (Z? = r’,), a constant K satisfying (7) 
may be calculated in a simpler way, in particular, without computing a 
function f satisfying (27). This simplification is achieved by application of 
the results of Sections 2 through 5 to a “simpler” domain containing Q. 
THEOREM 4. Let &2 = T, and suppose that (18) and (20) hold with 
constants K,, _c, C. Moreover, let some convex domain d I 52 be given such 
that afi is a piecewise C,-hypersurface and (d, ah, @) is regular in the 
sense defined in Section 5. Let uLo > 0 denote a lower bound for the smallest 
eigenvalue of -A on fi with respect to Dirichlet boundary conditions. Finally, 
suppose that (5) holds with B in place of R and with constants e,, cl, (?I. 
Then, for each z 2 0, (7) is true for 
K:= 
1 
-&+$(r).C,+(l+; s) +l+lr-_cl K,], (48) 
Po+z 
where I)(T) := ,,/‘&(po + z) if z < ~0 and $(z) := l/(2 &) otherwise. 
Remarks. (1) In (48), z 2 0 is a free parameter. Since the first factor in 
brackets is monotonically decreasing in 5, only choices r > max{O, c} are 
efficient with regard to a “small” value for K. 
(2) In particular, one may choose fi to be a ball (of radius R) con- 
taining Sz, and u. := 2nR-*, or a rectangle (with sidelengths L,, . . . . L,) 
containing Q, and p. := rr* .Cr=, L,r2. For these choices, the examples at 
the end of Section 2 show how to compute the constants e,, CL, c, needed 
in (48). Alternatively, one may use part (b) of Theorem 1 (so that, in par- 
ticular, co=O). Thus, K. is the only term in (48) which is not completely 
explicit; see Section 3 for its computation. 
Proof of Theorem 4. It suffices to prove the assertion for z > 0. Let 
f E L,(d) denote some extension of c to b satisfying _c < S(X) < c for x E &. 
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Moreover, let i[u] := -du+(t(.)-_c+z)u for u~H~(&i). Since C--c is 
nonnegative on fi, all eigenvalues of i on H;(d) (with B denoting the 
Dirichlet boundary operator for si) are bounded from below by p0 + z. 
Consequently (compare (22)) 
llm II 2, $2 for u E H:‘(h). 
Using Theorem 2, Corollary 2, and the convexity of fi, one easily derives 
liU,ilz,ri6$(T) Il&ll2,6, 
llu,.xl12,a~(l +; S) Ilam.~ (U&m. 
0 
Thus, with I? denoting the first of the two factors in brackets in (48), 
Ilull x,c2~~llGm.~ for u E H!(h). (49) 
Moreover, the assumptions of Lemma 5 are satisfied with fi, i in place of 
i-2 , L. 
Now let some UE H;(Q) be given and’ define TE Lz(d) by 
r(x):=IL[u](x)+(~-g)u(x)I for XEQ, r(x):=0 for x~d\!Z. Due to 
Lemma 5, the boundary value problem 
“EHf(Q, i[v]=rond 
has a unique solution. Applying (49) to u we obtain 
(50) 
Ilull co, si G R IId z.ri=k liL[Ul + (T-C_c)Uli,,. 
d~~II~C~lIIz,n+l~--cl~!l~ll2,n~ 
aw+ IT-4 lu,)~llLc~l l2,R‘ 
Here, we used (18) in the final step. It remains to show that Ilull 53,n d 
Ilull a,~ which we carry out using Lemma 6. 
With fi and t in place of 52 and L, (42) obviously holds for z = 1 (and 
p = 0), since r > 0. Equation (50), the nonnegativity of r on 8, and 
Lemma 6 therefore imply v > 0 on fi and thus, on 852. Since u vanishes on 
32, it follows that 
w,(x)>0 (XEasz; i= 1, 2) (51) 
for w1 :=u Jo-u and w2 .- u I0 + u. Moreover, (50) and the definition of 
r imply 
L[w,] + (7-c) w,30 on Q (i= 1,2). (52) 
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Obviously, (42) holds for z = 1 and p = r - _c. Lemma 6, (51), and (52) 
therefore provide w,>O on Q (i= 1, 2); i.e., [u(x)1 <v(x) for XE~, which 
implies lI4l,,,G lI~llm,n6 II~I,,B. I 
Now we return to the general boundary operator (17) (with r, not 
necessarily empty). Next we present our main theorem concerned with the 
general estimate (3). 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (6) holds and (Q, r,, r, ) is regular in the 
sense defined in Section 5. Let some ZE Hz(Q) be given which satisfies 
ess inf z(x) > 0, 
xtR 
es;,szp AZ(X) < co, B[z] 2 1 a.e. on X2 (53) 
and define p := max{O, ess supxpn (dz(x)/z(x) - c(x)}}. Then, (3) holds 
with Ksatisfying (7) and K,:= Il~il,,~+pK ~~z~~~,~. 
EXAMPLE. If &2 = r,, (53) holds for z = 1. If (6) holds and (52, aQ, 0) 
is regular, (3) is therefore true with K satisfying (7), and 
KB := 1+ max(0, -c> Kd- 
with _c from (20). In particular, K,= 1 if _c > 0. In that case, (3) therefore 
shows that 
Ilull m,nG l14co,an for each u E H*(Q) satisfying L[u] = 0 on 52, 
which is in fact a special formulation of the maximum principle. 
In the general case (where r, # 0) the problem of finding a function z 
satisfying (53) can be solved by considerations imilar to those made in 
Section 4 (see, in particular, Remark 2 after Corollary 2) to construct a 
function f satisfying (27). 
Proof of Theorem 5. It suffices to prove the assertion for each p E (p, 00) 
in place of p. Thus, let p > p be fixed. Conditions (53) and the definition of 
p show that (42) is satisfied. Consequently, (L + p, B) is inverse-positive on 
H*(Q) due to Lemma 6. In particular, L + p is invertible on H;(Q). Thus, 
since its spectrum is discrete, llull 2, R < & llL[u] + pull 2, n (u E H;(Q)) for 
some constant g,,. Using (6) one easily derives that also the second and the 
third estimates in (6) hold with L+p in place of L (and with new con- 
stants Ei, Kz). 
Now let some u E &f(Q) be given. Due to Lemma 5 (with L + p in place 
of L), the boundary value problem 
0~ H;(Q), L[o] + pu = L[u] + pu on Q (54) 
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has a unique solution. Applying (7) to v we obtain I~u\I %, R < 
K IIUul II 2,nd~lI~C~ll12,52+~~II~-~llr,a and thus, 
Ilull ~,nd~II~C~lll~,a+ll~--ll~,,,+pKIlu-ull,,,. (55) 
Let 6 := IINul II =, dR. The definition of p, (53), and (54) show that 
L[w,]+pw,3OonSZ,B[wi]~Oon~~(i=1,2),wherew,:=6z-(u-u), 
w2 := 6z + (U - u). Thus, since (L + p, B) is inverse-positive, w, 2 0 on 52 
(i= 1, 2); i.e., 
lu(x) - u(x)1 < 62(x) for XEQ. (56) 
The estimates (55), (56), and the choice of 6 prove the assertion (with p in 
place of p). 1 
7. AN EXISTENCE AND INCLUSION RESULT FOR NONLINEAR PROBLEMS 
In this section, we will show how the explicit estimates derived in the 
preceding sections can be used to obtain existence results for nonlinear 
boundary value problems of the form (l), in combination with error 
bounds for approximate solutions. The general framework of the algorithm 
described below is due to Schroder (see [22, 231, for instance). For 
ordinary boundary value problems, this algorithm has been realized in 
computer programs and applied successfully to several examples; see 
[4, 9, 17, 181. Numerical examples of elliptic boundary value problems are 
given in [20]. 
Suppose that an approximate solution o E H*(Q) of problem (1) has been 
computed such that B[o] - s E L,(aQ). For that purpose, finite-element 
methods (with C,-elements) or difference methods in connection with inter- 
polation techniques are reasonable. 
Moreover, let the defect estimates (2) hold with constants 6 and 6,, and 
let constants K and K, be given such that (3) is satisfied, where L is 
defined by (4) with c(x) := (aF/aU)(x, o(x)) (XE 0). 
Finally, let G : [0, co) + [0, co) denote a monotonically nondecreasing 
function satisfying 
Il;(x, 4x) + Y) - F(x, 4~)) -4x) Y)I G G(M) (XEQ YER). (57) 
Since aF/;laU is continuous on fi x R, G may be chosen such that 
G(t)=o(t) for t-+0. (58) 
In most practical cases, such a mujorizing function G can easily be 
calculated if constant upper and lower bounds for w are known. 
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THEOREM 6. In addition to the assumptions made above, let (6) hold and 
let (52, Z,, Z, ) be regular in the sense defined in Section 5. Moreover, suppose 
that some CI 2 0 exists such that 
CY - K Jmeas(Q) . G(a) 3 K6 + K,6,. (59) 
Then, there exists a solution U E H,(Q) of problem (1) satisjying 
IIU--wIl,,Q6~. (60) 
The boundary condition is satisfied in the trace-sense and, a fortiori, in the 
sense that U-SE H;(0) for the given function S satisfying B[S] = s. 
Due to (58), the crucial condition (59) is satisfied for some “small” ~1, if
6 and 6, are sufficiently small, i.e., if the approximate solution o has been 
calculated with sufficient accuracy. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Obviously, problem (1) is equivalent to the 
following boundary value problem for the error u = U- w: 
L[u] + f(., u) = -d on Sz, 
B[u] = s - B[o] = B[S- w] on Q, (61) 
where f(x, y) := F(x, w(x) + y) - F(x, w(x)) - c(x) y and d := -do + 
F( ., o) E L,(Q). Thus, it suffices to show that problem (61) has a solution 
u E H*(Q) satisfying /lull co R < ~1. 
Lemma 5 provides the existence of the inverse operator L-l: 
L,(Q) + H;(Q) mapping each r E L,(Q) onto the unique solution of the 
boundary value problem v E H;(Q), ,?[v] = r on 0. Moreover, L - ’ is 
bounded due to (6). Treating the boundary condition in (61) appropriately 
we see that problem (61) is solved by each fixed-point UE C,(Q) of the 
operator T: C,(D) --f C,(a) defined by 
Tu:=Gw-L-‘(L[S-o]+d+f(.,u)). (62) 
Since, due to our assumption n d 3, the embedding H,(Q)5 C,(a) is 
compact (see [ 1, Theorem 6.2, p. 144]), T is a continuous and compact 
operator. Thus, the assertion follows from Schauder’s fixed-point theorem, 
if we show that 
TDcD for D := {u~C,(a): llull~,n<cr}. 
For UE D, the estimate (57) and the monotonicity of G imply 
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Ifk 4x))l d G(b(x)l) G G(a) b E a) and thus, llf(~, u)II~,~ d 
J*. G(a). Together with (3), (62), (2), and (59) it follows that 
If one is interested in classical solutions of problem (1 ), one may use the 
well-known “bootstrapping” technique and regularity theorems for linear 
problems. Suppose, for instance, that the nonlinearity F is cc-Holder- 
continuous with respect to x, uniformly on each compact subset of Q x R 
(and that, as already assumed for Theorem 6, dF/-laU is continuous on 
Q x [w ). Moreover, let U E Hz(Q) denote a solution of problem (1) (provided, 
for example, by Theorem 6). Then, UE C,, r,,(o) (i.e., U is uniformly 
&Holder-continuous) due’to Sobolev’s embedding theorem [ 1, Theorem 5.4, 
pp.97,98]. Consequently, F(., U) E C,,,(Q), where /? := min{a, 1). Regarding 
F( ., U) as inhomogenity in the differential equation in (1) we now can 
conclude by use of regularity theorems (for instance, [12, Theorem 12.1, 
p. 1953) that U belongs to the (unnormed) linear space C&Q). 
Similar arguments provide regularity “up to the boundary” if aQ (and its 
subdivision into r,, r,) and the inhomogenity s in (1) satisfy additional 
regularity conditions. 
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